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There are 755 registered users, however only 10% produce 99% of messages and approx 75% have 
never posted any message. 

The majority of problems relate to registration problems (email issues, password forgotten) and 
some new members not using the "John Smith 9876" format we require (<First name> <Last name>
<membership number>), despite having examples on the site. This is understandable as most web 
sites allow a free choice of user names. Dave Morton, the membership secretary, has kindly 
formatted welcome emails with "John Smith 9876" highlighted as your one and only user ID within 
the DCA.

Changing emails on the Nabble forum can be tricky. Some get in a tangle and try to re-register with 
the new email - that step is disastrous as a username must be unique. So DO NOT RE-REGISTER 
when your email changes. You can change your email under Account settings at the top right.

Talking of Nabble, the forum software we use, it is reaching the end of its life. Advert revenues are 
down, the owner would like to reduce the server count to save money and he has made changes that 
some admins see as detrimental. The warning on the grapevine is that he could reduce or shut down 
the Nabble service.

If total collapse happened tomorrow the emergency plan would be:
Keep members informed on the DCA Website.
Find a better forum (we have looked already), use the membership names and emails to invite all 
members to the new forum. Members would register and then have access. Security would be 
ensured by only accepting invited members. Slowly the new forum would reboot itself - I would ask
the 10% most active users to kickstart the process.

Other Nabble problems are a 1Mb limit on embedded photos, which is both awkward for users and 
useless to Keith whilst editing the journal. A new forum would support high quality photos that we 
need for the journal, it might also allow an archive of past journals to be downloaded as PDFs. 
Workarounds for photos exist today - my preference is Google photos which can share up to 16Mb 
photos and HD videos for free; it's easy to share a Google photos link on the forum.
Keith was able to extract high-res sunset photos from a Dell Quay rally that way.

Looking forward, many forums now allow fixed pages for items that don't fit in a forum format. We
could merge the DCA website pages into a new DCA forum, under one web address. That is the 
trend in modern organisations.

I don't think there is much more I can add. The forum is all about the people and the passion they 
hold for dinghy cruising.

Regards
Paul
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